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The Madison Stream Team:
Citizen Scientists collecting information on streams
of the Madison Watershed since 2010
Supporters and Assistance

A special thank you to the following landowners for
providing access to monitoring sites:






Arvanites Property
Alton Ranch
Bricker Property
Endecott Ranch
Valley Garden Ranch






Ennis Fish Hatchery
Granger Ranch
Hamilton Ranch
Meadow Lake Lodge

In autumn of 2011, the first class of the Big Sky Watershed Corps
Program was placed with watershed groups throughout Montana. As
part of this program, the Madison Watershed Partnership was awarded William “Robby” Robertson for a ten
month term. This assignment allowed Robby
to begin by working on the 2011 data, and
finish at the end of the 2012 field season.
During his time, Robby worked diligently
with the Madison Stream Team program, assisting with every aspect of the volunteer
water monitoring program. His hard work
was essential in making the 2012 sampling
season a success.
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Summary
"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,
committed people can change the world. Indeed, it
is the only thing that ever has." Margaret Mead
The Madison Stream Team is proud to present the 2012
Annual Report. In this document, readers will find
information on the highly successful water monitoring
program, the incredible volunteers who make it possible,
and summary of findings from the 2012 sampling year.
The Stream Team hopes that as a result of their hard work,
we can all continue to value the important streams in the
Madison Valley, and understand the roles that we all play in
ensuring healthy waterways.

For more information or to get involved, contact:
Sunni Heikes-Knapton, Madison Watershed Coordinator
mwc@3rivers.net or 406-682-3181
Online report available at: www.madisoncd.com
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History of the Madison Stream Team
The Madison Watershed encompasses a vast landscape
of snow covered peaks, steep headwater streams, grassy
rangelands, and lush river corridors. Given its prime location, the lands and waters of the Madison Valley have
been valued by generations of farmers, ranchers, recreationists, and outdoor enthusiasts. In addition to enjoying
the natural resources that the valley provides today,
people also seek to ensure that these resources will be
available for use by future generations in a state that is
as good, or better, than their current condition.
As a result of local people’s concern over the
continued health of the Madison Watershed, the
Madison Stream Team was created in 2010. This
local initiative allows volunteers to collect water quality
data on streams in the Madison watershed. Now in its
third year, the program continues to expand; engaging
more volunteers and community members, and monitoring additional waterways in the Madison Valley.
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Communities and Water
In the Madison Valley, we rely heavily on our water resources to sustain
our cultural and economic livelihoods. Our community as a whole
has a vested interest in ensuring the continued health and wellbeing of
our waterways. Regardless of our diverse backgrounds and interests,
water has a way of joining us together to achieve a common goal of protecting our ways of life by recognizing the value of our waterways.
Who needs Water? Here some examples illustrating the diversity of
water users, and their roles within the community.

Communities and Water1
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Agricultural Producers

Use irrigation for crops and water for livestock

Homeowners

Use water for garden, lawn, and household use

Golf Courses

Use water for their golf greens

Industries

Use water for production

Tax payers

Concerned with water related tax increases

Local Conservation
Groups

Concerned with water pollution and availability issues

Local Business Owners

Concerned about taxes, and possibly limits on growth due to
water availability, affect on water-dependent economies.

Electric Companies

Use water for power generation

Water Districts

Supply drinking water to local citizens

Angling groups

Concerned about water quality and quantity on fish populations.

Recreation Groups

Concerned about flows for providing recreational opportunities

State Agencies

Montana DNRC’s Water Resources Division is responsible for
promoting the use of water throughout the state. Montana
DEQ is responsible for protecting the quality of water in the

Objectives and Training






Train volunteers on proper
methods for measuring water
quality and quantity.
Collect baseline water quality
data in order to assess the
condition of impaired streams.
Educate community members
on the causes and consequences of water quality impairments.

Highlights from 2012
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The annual training event had 20 participants involved in
the review of parameters and protocols for sampling.
Six new community members, as well as eleven returning
members, participated in the monitoring efforts with the
Stream Team.
Together, these Stream Team members spent 227 hours
of monitoring time in the field, and collected 1,990
individual data points.

Stream Monitoring Parameters
The parameters chosen for monitoring are common
evaluations of stream health, and may be the designated impairment for individual streams. Sampling efforts
were cooperative with the Montana DEQ Assessment.

Tested in Laboratory
Analysis:
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Arsenic
Cadmium
Copper
Iron
Lead
Zinc
Calcium
Magnesium
Total Suspended Solids
Total Persulfate Nitrogen
(TPN)
Nitrate-Nitrite as N
Total Phosphorous as P
Total Hardness as CaCO3
Dissolved Aluminum

Tested in the Field:









Temperature
pH
Dissolved Oxygen
Specific Conductance
Turbidity
Discharge
Pebble Count
Nuisance Algae Growth

Monitoring Locations and Events
The streams monitored by the Madison Stream Team were
chosen based on their listing under Montana’s Impaired
Waterway’s List (303(d)) as well as individual interest in
monitoring particular streams.
In 2012, the Madison Stream Team monitored six
streams throughout the watershed. These streams included Blaine Spring Creek, Moore Creek, Odell Creek, North
Meadow Creek, South Meadow Creek, and the West Fork
of the Madison. A minimum of three sampling locations
were established on each of these streams, resulting in a
total of 20 monitoring locations.
Stream Team members commit to visiting each sampling
location 3 times during the summer months. This provides
information on conditions during the most critical time of
the year for water availability and biological production.

Figure 1: Illustration showing what a typical watershed looks like2.
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Locations of All Sampling Sites
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B

laine Spring Creek begins 1/4
mile north of the Ennis National
Fish Hatchery, where it comes
out of a spring box and forms
the main channel. The creek eventually merges with the Madison River.
Blaine Spring Creek is the most recent
waterway to make the list of streams
monitored by the Stream Team (2012). Two
of the sampling sites on Blaine Spring Creek
are located on the grounds of the fish hatchery, while the other
two sampling sites are
located on the Alton
Ranch and on
the
Arvanites’ property
Sampling Site Locations
BS-SB—Inside Spring
Box on Ennis National
Fish Hatchery.
BS-HW—Just south of
Hatchery Building.
B S - A R — J u s t
downstream of culvert
crossing Blaine Spring
Creek on Alton Ranch.
BS-DA—Proper ty
b ou n dar y for Dok
Arvanites’ land.
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Blaine Spring Creek
Monitoring Team
Dok Arvanites—Member of the Madison
Stream Team since 2011.
Lynnette Lewis—Member of the Madison
Stream Team since 2012.
Rick Lewis—Member of the Madison Stream
Team since 2012. Rick enjoys working with
the Stream Team because it allows him to learn
about stream ecology, while also doing his part
to protect the aquatic ecosystem.
Tana Nulph—Member of the Madison Stream
Team since 2012. Tana enjoys participating with
the Stream Team because it is a great way to
get out in the sun, and also because it is a great
opportunity to introduce the Youth Conservation Corps members to water quality monitoring

“Streams in this area are important for a variety of
reasons—fishing, irrigation, aesthetics, and so on. So,
maintaining the quality of these streams is vital to the
economic and ecological future of Ennis
and the surrounding area.”
-Tana Nulph
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M

oores Creek begins with headwaters in the Tobacco
Root Mountains west of Ennis. After flowing
through the foothills of agricultural lands, Moores
Creek cuts its way through the town of Ennis.
North of town, the creek converges with the Fletcher Channel of
the Madison River.
Lower Moores Creek was the site of a restoration project in
2008 and 2009. This project focused on improving aquatic habitat
and decreasing losses of surface waters from historic drain ditches.

Sampling Site
Locations
MC-BRK—Southeast
boundary of Bricker
property.
MC-GOG—Southern
boundary of Valley Garden property at fence
line of Ennis Hot Springs
property.
MC-IRS—Unnamed
Tributary to Moore
Creek.
MC-CNF—Upstream
of confluence with
Fletcher Channel of
Madison River.
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Moores Creek
Monitoring Team
Tom Cracraft—Member of
the Madison Stream Team
since 2010. As a fly fisherman, Tom enjoys helping with
the Stream Team because it
allows him the chance to be
outdoors and work on
something he really enjoys.
Dave Bricker—Member of
the Madison Stream Team
since 2010, and a participant
in the very first water
monitoring trainings in 2006.
Margaret
Chaika—
Member of the Madison
Stream Team since 2012. Her
favorite part of being a
Stream Team member is
meeting people while learning
about the local waters of the
Madison Valley.
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O

’Dell Creek originates from significant spring activity in the
basin wetlands located within the Granger and Longhorn
ranches. The Stream Team samples at three locations
throughout the length of O’Dell creek as it flows into the
Madison River.

Sampling Site Locations
OD-RST—Directly
above steel bridge on the
Granger
Ranch
restoration area.
OD-GNGR—1 mile
from Hwy 287 on an
access road on the
Granger Ranch.
OD-VGR—Near southern boundary of FWP
land on Valley Garden
Ranch Fishing Access Site.
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O’Dell Creek is well known for its valued fisheries, as well as for
the extensive wetland restoration project that began in 2006. This restoration project is a celebrated success due to the range of partners that
offered their support, and from the ecosystem improvements that resulted from the partnership. The improvements to the hydrology and
stream design from this project have been documented to improve the
water quality, as well as water quantity.

O’Dell Creek
Monitoring Team
Cathie Jean—Member of
the Madison Stream Team
since 2010. Cathie is involved with monitoring
professionally, yet volunteers her time locally.
Donna Jones—Member
of the Madison Stream
Team since 2010. Donna’s
favorite part of the Stream
Team is
getting her feet
wet while looking around
at the beautiful scenery.
Jim Kramer—Member of
the Madison Stream Team
since 2012. Jim finds
enjoyment in the Stream
Team because it gives him
the feeling that he is helping
the streams in at least
some small way.
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N

orth Meadow Creek
begins in the southern
Tobacco Root mountains.
With its headwaters in
Beaverhead -Deerlodge
National Forest, the creek flows down
through thick timber land, and runs near
several historic mining claims. North
Meadow Creek meets the valley bottom
just west of McAllister, where it then
meanders through hay and cattle
operations, before emptying into Ennis
Lake.

Sampling Site Locations
NM-FSCG—At USFS primitive
campground near FS Road 6360.
NM-HAM—Approximately 200’
upstream of bridge on Hamilton
Ranch.
NM-MLL—Near Confluence
with Ennis Lake, south of Meadow Lake Lodge main house.
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North Meadow Creek
Monitoring Team
Larry Hudson—Member of
the Madison Stream Team since
2010. An avid fisherman, Larry
values the natural resources he
uses and enjoys.
Ron Humphrey—Member of
the Madison Stream Team since
2012. Ron enjoys knowing that
he’s making a contribution that
will help us better understand
how North Meadow Creek is
functioning.

“Citizen participation is a
model for others to get
involved in understanding how
the environment works and
how we value each other as
community”

-Ron Humphrey
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S

outh Meadow Creek, like its
northern counterpart, begins in
the southern portion of the
Tobacco Root Mountains.
Located in the upper portion of this
drainage is South Meadow Lake. This naturally occurring lake has now been modified to increase its water storage capacity.
Like North Meadow Creek, this
stream also originates in thick timber
stands, and makes its way down into the
valley. Once in the valley, it flows through
lush hay meadows and pastureland before
reaching its confluence with North
Meadow Creek, just west of Ennis Lake

Sampling Site Locations
SM-FS—Near
USFS
campground, 100’
upstream
of bridge
SM-EDC—200’ upstream of
bridge on Endecott Ranch.
SM-LKRD—Near confluence
with North Meadow Creek, 10’
downstream of culvert on Lake
Road.
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South Meadow Creek
Monitoring Team
Manny Hoag—Member of the
Madison Stream Team since 2010.
Manny enjoys working with the
Stream Team because it provides
an opportunity to observe the
changes in the South Meadow
Creek landscape throughout the
summer season.
Helen Powell—Member of the
Madison Stream Team since 2011.
In addition to being outdoors and
getting in the water, Helen likes being a member of the stream team
because of the wonderful people
she has gotten to work with.
Liz McCambridge—Member of
the Madison Stream Team since
2012. Liz enjoys the Stream Team
because it gives her the sense that
she is giving back to her
community and environment.

“I like to think that I am
helping to conserve and preserve the beautiful waters of
the valley in some small way.”

- Helen Powell
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T

he West Fork of the Madison
River starts in the southern end
of the Gravelly Mountains on
US Forest Service land. Of all
six streams monitored by the Madison
Stream Team, the West Fork is the only one
that runs entirely through public lands.
Along the West Fork’s banks are a number
of trailheads, camping sites, and some
seasonal grazing allotments.

Sampling Site Locations
WF-FSRD—Approximately
7.5 miles from Hwy 287 on
Forest Service road.
WF-CMP—Adjacent to
Smith Lake outflow
campground.
WF-CNF—Approximately
200’ upstream of confluence
adjacent to USFS access road.
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West Fork
Monitoring Team
Dave
Bricker—The
only Stream Team Member to monitor 2
streams in the program.
Dick
Rohrbaugh—
Member of the Madison
Stream Team since 2010.
One of Dick’s favorite
part of being involved
with the Stream Team is
getting to work with
such a great team.
Larr y
Krokes —
Member of the Madison
Stream Team since 2010.
Larry feels that our valued fisheries depend on
good water quality.

“The water is the lifeblood of the
whole area.We need to keep it clean”

-Dick Rohrbaugh
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2012 Results Summary
With over 1900 points of data collected for the 2102 sampling year, it
would be difficult to present information on all of the results. Instead,
the following summary is a collection of significant sets of data, illustrating trends and outliers in the parameters. Results analysis assistance by
Robby Robertson, MSUEWQ and Big Sky Watershed Corps Member.

pH
The concentration of the
hydrogen ion [H+] activity in
a solution determines pH; 0
being the strongest acid, 14
being the strongest base, and
7 being neutral.
For cold water fisheries in
Montana, a pH range of 6-8.5
is optimal. Toxic limits of pH
values are < 4.8 and > 9.2, due to synergistic effects, where the consequences of a pollutant can be exacerbated when combined with pH levels outside of the optimal range. Geology is often the driver of pH levels in area streams, as noted by basic conditions in the clay-rich West
Fork area.
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Dissolved Oxygen

Dissolved Oxygen is affected by
photosynthesis and respiration
by aquatic organisms. DO levels
are greatest during daylight
hours when oxygen is produced
via photosynthesis, and lowest
just before dawn when
photosynthesis resumes.
During night hours (the greyed
out blocks in top figure)
photosynthesis cannot counterbalance the loss of oxygen from
respiration which occurs 24
Threshold for
hours a day. Dissolved Oxygen
cold water
biota- 8 mg/l
is a measure of the amount of
oxygen gas (O2) dissolved in
water. Dissolved oxygen levels are inversely related to water temperature.
Dissolved oxygen is critical for respiration for fish and other aquatic life.
Threshold for cold water biota is 8 mg/l. All sites except the spring source
on Blaine Spring creek are within healthy levels. It is not unusual that the
spring source site has lower levels; limited vegetation is able to grow.
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Temperature
Stream temperature fluctuations are a result of both natural and human
causes, including changes in season and groundwater recharge, urban
discharge, lack of riparian vegetation, or channel modifications. As
temperature increases, so does the rate of biological activity. As
temperature increases, the dissolved oxygen of a stream decreases.
Aquatic organisms, such as fish and macroinvertebrates, become stressed
with high temperatures. Stress Threshold for is Salmonid Fishes is19°C.

The figure to the right is a
useful illustration of
healthy, and nearly identical,
stream temperatures
throughout the summer on
Moores Creek, despite
CNF flowing at a rate approximately 5 times that of
GOG.
The figure to the right
illustrates healthy temperatures recorded in other
streams, with all values below the 19°C threshold.
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Temperature
This figure illustrates that
the lower site
appears
to be largely by influenced
by groundwater, with
cooler averages.
This figure also illustrates how temperature at the middle site continues
to climb until mid-August during lowest flows, while the upper and lower site temperatures are moderated during that time.

Discharge
Discharge is a measure of
the volume of water and
passing through a channel
during a given time. Discharge fluctuates
drastically throughout the year,
with spring time snowmelts creating high discharges, and late summer
droughts lowering stream discharges substantially. A high discharge can
often be related to flooding events, and are natural hydrologic functions
of stream channels. MST sites indicate a range of values, all within an
expected range.
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Specific Conductance
Specific conductance is the
ability for water to conduct an
electrical current. Conductivity
is affected by the presence of
inorganic dissolved solids that
enter streams from groundwater
or from urban runoff.3 Specific
Conductance is used to
indirectly measure the amount of Total Dissolved Solids in water, often
linked to pollutants.3 The general irrigation guideline for SC is 1500 µS/
cm, which is the lower end of values that might have adverse effects on
many crops. All SC data is well below the threshold, and consistent between time of year.

Turbidity
Turbidity measures water clarity, and is completed with a turbidity tube. Turbidity values
closer to –120 allow more sunlight to penetrate, increasing
photosynthesis and biological
productivity. Turbidity can increase when there is an excessive amount of suspended sediments in the water. Turbidity of Moores Creek is consistently of concern, with all other streams less affected.
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Nuisance Algae Growth
The presence of nuisance levels
of algae can be a sign of
excessive levels of nutrients in
the water. Excessive algae growth
can lead to a depletion of dissolved oxygen in the water. As a
result, excessive algae can starve
other aquatic organisms of the
oxygen they need to survive.
Tracking algal growth is completed by randomly selecting rocks from the stream and creating a historic
record of how the growth changes over time. Of all streams monitored in 2012, Moores Creek was the only with excessive growth.
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Pebble Count
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2012 Pebble Count
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Pebble counts help inform us
of the c h a ra c te r a nd
composition of materials that
makeup stream beds and
stream banks. Pebble counts
below 50% typically indicate a
stream able to effectively
transport sediment, if a normal
hydrograph exists.
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Total Nitrogen
Total Nitrogen is the sum of inorganic nitrogen (ammonia, nitrate, and nitrite), and
organic nitrogen. Nitrogen is a required nutrient for plants However, too much nitrogen in water can cause excessive vegetation growth, which then depletes the level of dissolved oxygen. This process is called eutrophication. All 5 streams sampled in 2012
had at least one exceedance of recommended levels (300 µg/L).

Total Phosphorus
Total Phosphorus is the
measurement of orthophosphate, condensed phosphate,
and organic phosphate. Like
nitrogen, phosphorus is an
essential nutrient for plants
and animals. Phosphorus is
generally present in very low
levels in aquatic systems. Accompanied with Nitrogen increases, slight
increase in phosphorus can accelerate plant growth, lowering dissolved
oxygen.4 North and South Meadow, and Moores Creek had exceedances
in 2012.
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Arsenic
Arsenic is a toxic semimetal element that can
enter water from natural
or anthropogenic activities. Of all the metals
sampled (arsenic, cadmium, chromium, copper,
iron, lead, selenium, silver,
zinc, and dissolved aluminum), only arsenic was detected in levels that exceeded the standards
for human health. Moores Creek middle and lower and all samples on
O’Dell Creek were in exceedance of the human health standard. Time
of year does not affect arsenic concentrations on Moore Creek or
O’Dell Creek. Arsenic in the Madison is likely linked to area geology.

Summary of Metal Sampling
The results of metals testing showed levels below human health and
aquatic life standards, or levels low enough that they were not detectible. These included: magnesium; cadmium; copper; iron; lead;
zinc; calcium; dissolved aluminum; chromium; selenium; silver; as well as total suspended solids.
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2013 Project Planning
The 2013 sampling season is expected to be another successful project
year. The project will continue to be managed by the Watershed Coordinator, with all equipment housed in the Madison CD office, downtown
Ennis.
The annual presentation of data from the previous year will take place
June 3rd. Volunteer training and refresher will take place June 13th in
Ennis, and will be a review of methods used in the field. The financial
support for chemical analysis has been approved, and will include limited
nutrient sampling on all six streams and arsenic on O’Dell, Blaine Spring
Creek, and Moore’s Creek. A field technician is planned to be available
for all sampling events, and extra effort will be put into developing visual
media from the project through the Big Sky Watershed Corps member.
We look forward to seeing returning and new volunteers to this incredible effort, and we welcome feedback and questions on the project.
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For more information or to get involved, contact:
Sunni Heikes-Knapton, Madison Watershed Coordinator
mwc@3rivers.net or 406-682-3181
Online report available at: www.madisoncd.com

